
1. Please read carefully and follow all instructions when operating.
2. Qualified earth leakage circuit-breaker must be installed and

tested with trial jump to certify the device is qualified and safety
before using the product.

3. To avoid electrical shock, the replacing of the wire must be done
by the electrical engineer or the retailer. Customer could not
replace by yourself.

4. Ground wire of massage water pump and air pump must be
connected to ground well, the minimum size copper wire of ground
wire must not be less than 1.5mm².

5. It is forbid to remodel, add or take part products.
6. Please don't use this product after alcohol or drugs.
7. The children shall be closely supervised by parents to use product.
8. All the electrical spare parts except the remote control must be put

suitable and stable to avoid slip into the tub.
9. Warning: the mixed water temperature shall never exceed 60

degree centigrade.
10. Don’t use sulphuric acid, hydrochloric acid, lye and other mixed

strong corrosive chemical liquid to clean product.
11. The water pump would be very hot when running. Please don’t

touch the surface of the machine to avoid scald.
12. The water level must be higher than the jet before turning on the

product.
13. Please don’t drop anything in or insert water pump and the

opening hole of machine.The socket position should be suitable.
14. Warning - To prevent risk of electric shock, please connect the

GFCI / RCD (earth leakage protection device) socket.
15. Warning - To prevent electric shock, please do not connect any

extension cord to the power supply.

16 Caution - please use the product under the following condition: 
    water pressure is 0.15 ~ 0.40MPa, the ground must have the  
    ability to support the estimated load, water can not exceed the 
    overflow level, the washroom need to reserve enough space for 
    proper to handle the overflow of water.
17. WARNING - for bathtub to be used normally please do not grasp

the hand wheel drainer, nozzles, piping, handrails, etc.,to cause
any leakage and other problem when unpacking the product.

Safety Information

Maintenance instruction
1. Clean the acrylic surface:
Clean acrylic surface with cotton flannel or sponge and water in daily life. If there
is scratch on the surface, please use No. 1500 water abrasive cloth polishing
slightly to clear away scratches, and then polish with toothpaste, cotton flannel.
Please don’t use strong caustic chemical liquid, such as sulphuric acid,
hydrochloric acid, lye during maintenance.

2. Plated item maintenance:
Clean the surface of plated item with cotton flannel, please don’t use coarse cloth.

3. Suction net cleaning:
Turn the screw out and take the suction net out to clean dirt, to keep the water
going through smoothly. Don’t use strong causticity chemical liquid to clean the
product, such as sulphuric, hydrochloric acid, lye and so on.
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Two sets of the faucet:

A.The faucet is the function conversion.Turn 90° left is the
pipe cleaning function while 90° right is the shower head.

B.The cold-hot water inlet valve is both for hot and cold
water.The one with red label or with H mark is for hot
water,while the one with blue label or with C mark is for
cold water.You could adjust the label on the faucet to get
your wanted temperature.

Three sets of the faucet:

A.Function conversion value.Turn 90° left is the pipe
cleaning function while 90° right is the shower head.

B.The water-in pipe where with blue label is cold water,
and the hand-hole faucet with label C is also cold
water.Turning left could alternate the volume of the
cold water.The maximum is 90° to the left.

C.The water-in pipe where with red label is hot water,
and the hand-hold faucet with label H is also hot water.
Turning left could alternate volume of the hot water.
The maximum is 90° to the left.

The product designs for water going in from nozzle,also could be used to adjust shower head water in or water in from 
water outlet faucet.Water in from shower head is usually for body,head cleaning or etc.places.


